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Abstract
Intraoperative near-infrared (NIR) fluorescence imaging pro-

vides the surgeon with real-time image guidance during cancer

and other surgeries. We have previously reported the use of

NIR fluorescent quantum dots (QDs) for sentinel lymph node

(SLN) mapping. However, because of concerns over potential

toxicity, organic alternatives to QDs will be required for initial

clinical studies. We describe a family of 800 nm organic

heptamethine indocyanine-based contrast agents for SLN

mapping spanning a spectrum from 775 Da small molecules

to 7 MDa nanocolloids. We provide a detailed characterization

of the optical and physical properties of these contrast agents

and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each. We

present robust methods for the covalent conjugation, purifica-

tion, and characterization of proteins with tetra-sulfonated

heptamethine indocyanines, including mass spectroscopic site

mapping of highly substituted molecules. One contrast agent,

NIR fluorescent human serum albumin (HSA800), emerged as

the molecule with the best overall performance with respect to

entry to lymphatics, flow to the SLN, retention in the SLN,

fluorescence yield and reproducibility. This preclinical study,

performed on large animals approaching the size of humans,

should serve as a foundation for future clinical studies. Mol

Imaging (2005) 4, 172–181.
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Introduction

The sentinel lymph node (SLN) hypothesis, advanced by

Morton and colleagues in the early 1990s [1], states that

sampling of the first lymph node to receive lymphatic

drainage from a solid tumor is sufficient to assess for the

presence or absence of lymphatic metastasis. If no malig-

nant cells are found in the SLN, the patient is spared the

morbidity of radical lymph node dissection. SLN map-

ping has revolutionized the intraoperative staging of

many solid tumors, and is now the standard of care in

breast cancer and melanoma (reviewed in Ref. [2]).

Presently, SLN mapping is performed with a combi-

nation of preoperative radiocolloid injection (e.g., tech-

netium-99m sulfur colloid) and intraoperative injection

of a visible blue dye (e.g., isosulfan blue). The radio-

active tracer, in conjunction with a handheld gamma

probe, improves detection rate and confirms complete

resection of the SLN, whereas the colored dye helps

locate the SLN [3]. Unfortunately, it is estimated that

up to 60 cases are required for technical proficiency

for breast cancer SLN mapping [4], and in published

series without a high number of learning cases per

surgeon, up to 16% of SLNs were missed [5]. When also

considering that the technique requires radioactivity,

and that the blue dye is extremely difficult to see in

the presence of blood or anthracosis, technological

innovation is clearly needed.

Owing to high photon penetration and low autofluo-

rescence in the 700 to 900 nm wavelength range, near-

infrared (NIR) light is considered favorable for in vivo

imaging (reviewed in Refs. [6–8]). Our laboratory has

previously developed intraoperative NIR fluorescence

imaging systems that permit anatomy (color video)

and function (NIR fluorescence) to be acquired simulta-

neously and in real time [9,10]. We have also demon-

strated the use of inorganic/organic hybrid quantum

dots (QDs) for NIR fluorescent SLN mapping in the skin

[11], lung [12], esophagus [13], and pleural space [14]

(reviewed in Ref. [15]). However, because current for-

mulations of QDs include potentially toxic heavy metals,

the purpose of this study was to develop and evaluate

purely organic alternative contrast agents, which have a

higher likelihood of eventual clinical use.

There are three key design features of a lymphatic

tracer for SLN mapping: hydrodynamic diameter, surface
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charge, and contrast generation. Molecules with a hydro-

dynamic diameter less than approximately 10 nm have

the potential to travel beyond the SLN, molecules with a

50–100 nm hydrodynamic diameter require up to 3 hr

to label the SLN, and very large molecules (>200 nm)

require up to 24 hr to label the SLN [16]. Anionic

molecules have rapid uptake into lymphatics and excel-

lent retention in lymph nodes [17,18]. In this study, we

present five anionic, purely organic, 800 nm fluorescent

formulations that can be used for SLN mapping: (1)

indocyanine green (ICG); (2) CW800-CA, the carboxylic

acid of the novel tetra-sulfonated heptamethine indo-

cyanine CW800; (3) ICGHSA, a noncovalent adsorption

of ICG to human serum albumin (HSA); (4) HSA800, a

covalent conjugate of CW800 to HSA; and (5) Nano-

coll800, a covalent conjugate of CW800 to HSA nano-

colloid. We compare the physical and optical properties

of these organic contrast agents to NIR QDs, and mea-

sure their performance during SLN mapping of large

animals approaching the size of humans.

Materials and Methods

Reagents

The NHS ester (CW800-NHS) and carboxylic acid

(CW800-CA) forms of IRDye2 800CW NIR dye were

dry powders from LI-COR (Lincoln, NE). They were

resuspended to 30 mM in DMSO (Sigma, St. Louis,

MO) under reduced light conditions and stored at

�80�C. ICG was purchased from Sigma, resuspended

to 10 mM in DMSO and stored at �80�C. Human

albumin nanocolloid (Nanocoll2) was from Amersham

Health (Milan, Italy). HSA 25% solution (ZLB Bio-

plasma AG, Berne, Switzerland) was purchased from

the American Red Cross (Washington, DC). NIR QDs

were produced as previously described [11] and stored

as a 5.7 mM solution in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS),

pH 7.4.

Noncovalent Adsorption of ICG to HSA

The adsorption of ICG to HSA was performed essen-

tially as described previously [19]. ICG and HSA were

added to a solution of PBS, pH 7.8 to a final concentra-

tion of 10 mM each (1:1 molar ratio), vortexed at low

speed for 20 sec at RT, and stored on ice until used.

Covalent Conjugation Reactions

All steps were performed under reduced light condi-

tions. Covalent conjugation reactions contained 7.5 mg/

mL HSA or 10 mg/mL Nanocoll and various molar ra-

tios of CW800-NHS in PBS, pH 7.8. Reaction volumes

ranged from 100 mL (analytical) to 10 mL (preparative).

Conjugation was initiated by adding CW800-NHS, and

constant agitation (without frothing) was continued for

2 hr at RT.

Gel Filtration Chromatography and Absorbance/

Fluorescence Spectrometry

The gel filtration chromatography system consisted of

an ÄKTA prime pump with fraction collector (Amersham

Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) and an Econo-Pac P6 chro-

matographic cartridge with a cutoff of 6000 Da (Bio-Rad,

Hercules, CA). On-line absorbance spectrometry was

performed with a model 75.3-Q-10, 1-cm path length,

70 mL quartz flow cell (Starna, Atascadero, CA), USB2000

fiber-optic spectrometer, and CHEM2000–UV–VIS light

source with cuvette holder (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL).

On-line fluorescence spectrometry was performed with

a model 583.4.2F-Q-10, 1-cm path length, 80 mL flow cell

(Starna), HR2000 fiber-optic spectrometer, and CUV-

ALL-UV four-way cuvette holder (Ocean Optics), and

770 nm NIR laser diode light source (Electro Optical

Components, Santa Rosa, CA) set to 8 mW and coupled

through a 300-mm core diameter, NA 0.22 fiber (Fiber-

guide Industries, Stirling, NJ). Data acquisition was

performed with two Dell computers using the OOI-

Base32 spectrometer operating software package

(Ocean Optics). The spectral range of USB2000 spec-

trometer was from 200 to 870 nm with a spectral

resolution of 1 nm, and that of HR2000 spectrometer

was from 200 to 1100 nm with a spectral resolution of

6.7 nm.

After conjugation, the sample was loaded into the

injector and run at a flow rate of 1 mL/min using PBS,

pH 7.8 as mobile phase. Full-spectrum absorbance and

fluorescence data were recorded every 10 sec. Desired

products were collected by the fraction collector,

pooled, and stored at 4�C in the dark until use without

preservatives. The labeling ratio and the concentration

of the conjugated protein were estimated using the

extinction coefficients of HSA (e280nm = 32,900 M�1

cm�1) and CW800-CA (e785nm = 240,000 M�1 cm�1) in

PBS, with correction for the 6.5% of measured absorb-

ance at 280 nm due to CW800-CA:

Labeling Ratio ¼ ðAbs785nm=e785nmÞ=ððAbs280 � 0:065

� Abs785nmÞ=e280nmÞ

QY Measurements

QYs of contrast agents in PBS, pH 7.8 or 100% fetal

bovine serum (FBS) were calculated using ICG in DMSO
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(QY 13%; [20]) as calibration standard, under conditions

of matched fluorophore absorbance.

MALDI-TOF Mass Spectrometry

Molecular weights of intact HSA and HSA800 were

measured using matrix-assisted laser desorption ioniza-

tion time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry on

a Voyager-DE (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).

One microgram of protein in PBS, pH 7.8 was desalted

with ZipTipC4 pipette tips (Millipore, Billerica, MA),

equilibrated with 100% acetonitrile, 50% acetonitrile

with 0.05% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), and 0.1% TFA

sequentially. Samples were loaded with the matrix 3,

5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (sinapinic acid),

and the mass spectrum was obtained from 100 shots

using positive reflector mode and a laser intensity of

2600–2800 V, with a spectral range of 60,000–80,000 Da.

Data were analyzed with Data Explorer (Applied Biosys-

tems) software.

ES-TOF Mass Spectroscopic Site Mapping

Two hundred thirty microliters of 8 M urea/400 mM

ammonium bicarbonate solution was added to 400 mg

HSA or HSA800 in 20 mL of PBS, pH 7.8, 5 mL of 45 mM

DTT was added and incubated 15 min at 50�C, and 5 mL

of 100 mM iodoacetamide was added and incubated for

15 min at RT. The mixture was diluted with 750 mL of

buffer (80 mg ammonium bicarbonate and 6 mg CaCl2 in

10 mL H2O), 20 mg of TPCK-trypsin (L-1-tosylamide-2-

phenylethyl ketone-treated, Sigma, catalog #T1426) was

added, and the solution was incubated 24 hr at 37�C.

Twenty-five microliters of this peptide digest was used

for analysis on a Waters (Milford, MA) LCT ES-TOF LC/

MS equipped with dual-absorbance detectors, a Sedex

Model 75 evaporative light scatter detector (ELSD;

Richards Scientific, Novato, CA), and a lock-spray. Ab-

sorbance detectors were set to 254 and 700 nm (the

maximum permitted wavelength). Bovine heart myo-

globin (5 mM) in water was used as a mass reference.

Buffer A was 10 mM triethylammonium acetate, pH 7

(Glen Research, Sterling, VA) and Buffer B was acetoni-

trile. Peptides were resolved on a 4.6 � 150 mm Sym-

metry (Waters) C18 column at a flow rate of 1 mL/min,

using a gradient of 0% to 50% B over 40 min. Data

were analyzed with MassLynx (Waters) software, and

expected peptide masses were calculated from the

mass obtained from Peptidemass (http://au.expasy.org/

tools/peptide-mass.html) with the addition of the mass

of CW800-CA (1000.17) and subtraction of the mass of

H2O (18.02). 3-D protein structure was visualized on a

Macintosh iMac computer running RasMac Molecular

Graphics version 2.6-ucb1.0 (University of California,

Berkeley, CA).

SLN Mapping and Resection

Animals were housed in an AAALAC-certified facility

staffed by full-time veterinarians, and were studied un-

der the supervision of an approved institutional proto-

col. This protocol adhered to the ‘‘NIH Principles for the

Utilization and Care of Vertebrate Animals Used in

Testing, Research, and Training.’’ Yorkshire pigs of

either sex were purchased at 35 kg from E. M. Parsons

and Sons (Hadley, MA). All animals acclimated to the

animal facility for at least 48 hr prior to experimentation.

After each study, anesthetized animals were euthanized

by rapid intravenous injection of 10 mL of Fatal-Plus

(Vortech Pharmaceuticals, Dearborn, MI). This method

of euthanasia is consistent with the recommendations of

the Panel on Euthanasia of the American Veterinary

Medical Association.

The intraoperative NIR fluorescence imaging system

optimized for large animal surgery [10] has been de-

scribed in detail previously. Briefly, it is composed of

two wavelength-isolated excitation sources, one gener-

ating 0.5 mW/cm2 400–700 nm ‘‘white’’ light, and the

other generating 5 mW/cm2 725–775 nm light over a

15-cm diameter field of view. Simultaneous photon

collection of color video and NIR fluorescence images is

achieved with custom-designed optics that maintains

separation of the white light and NIR fluorescence

(>795 nm) channels. After computer-controlled (Lab-

VIEW, National Instruments, Austin, TX) camera acquisi-

tion via custom LabVIEW software, anatomic (white light)

and functional (NIR fluorescence light) images can be

displayed separately and merged. All images are refreshed

up to 15 times per second. The entire apparatus is

suspended on an articulated arm over the surgical field,

thus permitting noninvasive and nonintrusive imaging.

The injection technique is critical to the success of

SLN mapping. Injection too shallow or too deep into the

tissue results in formation of a bleb, but no migration of

lymphatic tracer from the site. Optimal technique

includes keeping the needle bevel facing upwards, and

the syringe at a 45� angle relative to the plane of the

tissue. Direct cannulation of lymphatic channels is not

necessary. After injection, gentle thumb pressing of the

injection site will increase hydrostatic pressure and

greatly accelerate lymphatic flow to the SLN. Contrast

agents were loaded into a 1-mL syringe equipped with

a 25-gauge, 1/2-in. needle and injected into the paren-

chyma of the tissue under study. Injections into the

intestine consisted of 100 mL of 10 mM fluorophore
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(1 nmol) of ICG, CW800-CA, ICGHSA, HSA800 (labeling

ratio = 3.0), or 4 mM fluorophore (0.4 nmol) of Nano-

coll800 (labeling ratio = 2.7), or 0.4 mM (0.04 nmol) of

QDs in PBS, pH 7.8. Injections into the foot consisted of

300 mL of 10 mM fluorophore (3 nmol) of ICG, ICGHSA,

or HSA800.

Results

Synthesis of HSA800 and Nanocoll800

After reaction of CW800-NHS with HSA or albumin

nanocolloid, the product was isolated by gel filtration

chromatography to a purity �98%. Under our experi-

mental conditions, the labeling ratio was increased as

the mixing ratio increased (Figure 1A). However, as the

labeling ratio increased, the fluorescence of any single

fluorophore decreased when compared with a free

CW800-CA molecule in solution (Figure 1B). Optimal

per-molecule fluorescence yield for HSA800 and Nano-

coll800 was obtained at labeling ratios of �4.0, and �2.7,

respectively (Figure 1C). Due to the sharp decline in

fluorescence yield for HSA800 at labeling ratios above 4,

HSA with a labeling ratio of 3.0 was used for further

study. MALDI-TOF analysis demonstrated that HSA800

is, as expected, a mixture of HSA labeled with various

numbers of CW800, and confirmed the accuracy of the

calculation of the labeling ratio from the absorbance and

extinction coefficient (Figure 2A).

Physical and Optical Properties of a Family of

800 nm Contrast Agents for SLN Mapping

Physical properties and optical properties of the

contrast agents analyzed in this study are summarized

in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The hydrodynamic

diameters of free ICG and CW800-CA were only 1.2

and 1.3 nm, respectively, whereas ICGHSA and HSA800

were 7.3 and 7.4 nm, respectively. Nevertheless, only

Nanocoll800 and NIR QDs had a hydrodynamic diameter

that resulted in complete retention by the first lymph

node encountered (Table 1). Anionic surface charge,

another key parameter for SLN retention, differed mark-

edly among the agents (Table 1). The oligomeric phos-

phine coating of NIR QDs led to the desired highly

anionic surface, although it should be noted that the

charge-to-mass ratios of NIR QDs and all organic con-

trast agents except Nanocoll800 were similar (Table 1).

All contrast agents had reasonable extinction coeffi-

cients, and had emission wavelengths compatible with

Figure 1. Optimization of fluorescence yield of HSA800 and Nanocoll800. (A) The fluorophore to protein molar labeling ratio was measured at various fluorophore to

protein molar mixing ratios. (B) Per-fluorophore QY, compared to one molecule of CW800-CA, was measured as a function of the labeling ratio. (C) Per-molecule

fluorescence yield was calculated from the labeling ratio and per-fluorophore fluorescence, and compared to the same fluorophore concentration (1 �M) of CW800-CA

in PBS, pH 7.4.
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our intraoperative NIR fluorescence imaging system

(Table 2). As is typical with heptamethine indocyanines,

a slight bathochromatic shift accompanied fluorophore

association with proteins (Table 2). Most importantly,

the per-fluorophore QY and total fluorescence yield

differed markedly among the contrast agents, and was

a strong function of chemical environment. For this

reason, Table 2 reports all optical parameters in both

PBS and, more relevant to in vivo imaging, FBS. As

described previously [19,21], for example, the extinction

coefficient and QY of ICG were remarkably increased in

the presence of high protein concentration (Table 2).

Tetra-sulfonated NIR fluorophores, such as CW800, are

much less affected by chemical environment.

Tryptic Digestion of HSA800

To determine the precise fluorophore conjugation

sites on HSA800, we performed tryptic digestion of

HSA800 followed by LC/MS peptide analysis. Three

dominant conjugation sites were found (Table 3), with

each site located at the surface of the molecule (Fig-

ure 2B). Interestingly, the spacing between individual

fluorophores was nearly maximal, offering mechanistic

insight as to why per-fluorophore QY was preserved

despite a high fluorophore-to-protein substitution ratio.

Total Fluorescence Yield as a Function

of Concentration

For clinical testing, it is desirable to minimize the

injected dose of contrast agent while maximizing its

fluorescence yield. This is an important consideration

because intermolecular quenching and internal absorp-

tion often limit the usable concentration range of a

fluorescent contrast agent. We thus examined how total

fluorescence yield changed as a function of contrast

agent concentration. As shown in Figure 3A, QDs had

extremely high fluorescence yield compared with

the same concentration of organic fluorophores in

PBS. Importantly, even the best organic contrast agents

had a fluorescence yield that peaked at a fluorophore

concentration of approximately 10 mM in both PBS

(Figure 3A) and FBS (Figure 3B), limiting the maximal

concentration of injected agent. Above this concentra-

tion (4 mM for Nanocoll800), there was actually a de-

crease in fluorescence yield. It should also be noted that

in FBS, this concentration effect was even more pro-

nounced than in PBS.

Intraoperative NIR Fluorescent SLN Mapping

In order to evaluate the performance of these organic

contrast agents in vivo, we performed SLN mapping

Table 1. Physical Characteristics of Organic Contrast Agents for SLN Mapping

Contrast

agent

M.W. (Da) Hydrodynamic

diameter (nm)

Protein NIR

fluorophore

Net charge

at pH 7.4

Charge-to-mass

ratio (�10�3)

Notes

ICG 776 1.2 n/a Same �1 �1.2 Hydrophobic disulfonated heptamethine indocyanine

CW800-CA 962 1.3 n/a Same �3 �3.1 Water-soluble tetra-sulfonated heptamethine indocyanine

ICGHSA 67K 7.3 HSA ICG �20 �3.0 Noncovalent adsorption of ICG to HSA

HSA800 70K 7.4 HSA CW800 �27 �3.9 Covalent conjugation of CW800 to HSA

QD 400K – 800K 15 – 20 n/a Same �500 �0.63 to �1.3 Type II quantum dot with oligomeric phosphine coating

Nanocoll800 7M 4 – 100 (Avg. 50) Human albumin

nanocolloid

CW800 �26 �0.0037 Covalent conjugation of CW800 to albumin nanocolloid

Figure 2. Mass spectroscopic analysis of HSA800. (A) MALDI-TOF analysis of

unlabeled HSA and HSA800 at a labeling ratio of 3.0. HSA800 is demonstrated

to be a mixture of proteins with various labeling ratios (arrows), with each one

differing by the expected mass of 982 Da. (B) Predicted three-dimensional

structure of HSA800. The conjugation sites of CW800 to HSA (white) were

established using trypsin digestion and ES-TOF LC/MS peptide analysis.

The amino acid substitution sites are: Lys162 (blue), Lys274 (yellow), and

Lys557 (red).
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in pigs approaching the size of humans. Figure 4

shows the SLN mapping of the intestine with a family

of 800 nm contrast agents. Due to its poor QY, ICG was

extremely difficult to detect, even in the absence of

overlying tissue, and was often seen passing through

the SLN. Although one might expect an increase in ICG’s

QY after binding to albumin in lymph, this was never

observed. One possibility is that the kinetics of albu-

min binding are too slow relative to lymph flow, how-

ever, the more likely explanation is that albumin is

competed by ICG’s high affinity for a1-lipoprotein and

g-globulin [21]. CW800-CA provided higher contrast,

but also showed relatively poor retention in the SLN.

ICGHSA improves ICG fluorescence and SLN retention

dramatically, but still has a twofold lower fluorescence

yield than HSA800. Nanocoll800 demonstrated slow

uptake into the lymphatics, but had the best SLN

retention. HSA800 appeared to have the best tradeoff

among entry into the lymphatics, as well as total fluores-

cence yield and SLN retention.

A more rigorous evaluation of contrast agent perform-

ance utilizes the porcine lower limb. In this model, the

injection site is at a distance over 25 cm from the SLN,

and the SLN itself is located approximately 1 cm below

highly scattering tissue [11]. As shown in Figure 5,

HSA800 demonstrated ultra-fine lymphatic channels

flowing to a single SLN. The SLN could be identified

unequivocally and resected under image guidance. How-

ever, ICG failed to identify the SLN over this clinically

relevant distance. At the relatively low (5 mW/cm2) ex-

citation fluence rate used in this study, ICGHSA provided

enough contrast to visualize subdermal lymphatics, but

not quite enough to render SLN identification unequivo-

cal until the initial incision was made (Figure 5).

Discussion

In this study, we report five different organic alternatives

to NIR QDs for optically guided SLN mapping. The

development of such agents is a necessity for human

clinical studies, given the unresolved issues surrounding

the potential toxicity of NIR QDs. Each of the agents we

describe is composed of potentially nontoxic reactants.

We also systemically addressed the factors known to

affect lymphatic uptake and retention, such as hydrody-

namic diameter, surface charge, and hydrophobicity

[17,22,23]. In addition, total fluorescence yield and

SLN retention must be considered when choosing an

agent for eventual clinical use. Although the ultimate

choice of contrast agent will depend on the specific

clinical application, the following is a summary of the

advantages and disadvantages of each:

Table 3. Mass Spectrometry of Peptides of Trypsin-Digested HSA800

(Labeled Lysine Residue Appears in Boldface)

Amino acids Sequence Mass (expected/observed)

161 – 174 YKAAFTECCQAADK 2642.9/2643.0

263 – 276 YICENQDSISSKLK 2665.0/2664.9

558 – 560 AVMDDFAAFVFKCCK 2770.9/2770.8
Figure 3. The effects of fluorophore concentration and chemical environment

on total fluorescence yield of 800 nm contrast agents in PBS (A) and in FBS (B).

Table 2. Optical Characteristics of Organic Contrast Agents for SLN Mapping

Contrast

agent

Labeling

ratio

Extinction coefficient

(M�1 cm�1) PBS (FBS)

Excitation wavelength

maximum PBS (FBS)

Emission wavelength

maximum PBS (FBS)

Per-fluorophore

QY PBS (FBS)

Per-molecule (2 mM) fluorescence

yield compared to ICG in PBS (FBS)

ICG n/a 110,000 (166,000) 779 (800) 806 (811) 1% (9%) 1.0 (3.7)

CW800-CA n/a 242,000 (237,000) 775 (783) 796 (801) 9% (12%) 7.4 (9.9)

ICGHSA 1.0 121,000 (169,000) 792 (800) 811 (814) 3% (9%) 1.7 (3.6)

HSA800 3.0 242,000 (237,000) 784 (784) 804 (802) 8% (12%) 6.5 (7.8)

NIRQD n/a 559,000*(581,000*) n/a 808 (814) 8% (9%) 17.7 (10.3)

Nanocoll800 2.7 242,000 (237,000) 796 (800) 817 (821) 3% (6%) 2.2 (1.8)

*At first absorption peak of 775 nm.
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ICG: This molecule has been FDA-approved for other

indications since 1958 and has an excellent safety profile

[20,24–26]. Although ICG has been used previously for

in vivo SLN mapping [27], its small hydrodynamic diam-

eter results in rapid transport out of the SLN, its QY is

highly dependent on local chemical environment, and its

overall fluorescence yield is very low compared with other

agents.

Figure 4. Intraoperative NIR fluorescent SLN mapping of porcine intestine: 100 �l of each contrast agent, at the indicated concentration of fluorophore, was injected

into the parenchyma of the porcine intestine (arrowheads) and followed to the SLN (arrows). Shown are color video (left), NIR fluorescence (middle), and a

pseudocolored merged image of the two (right) 5 min after injection. NIR fluorescence images have identical exposure times (67 msec) and normalizations. SLN pixel

values were within the linear range of the NIR camera.

Figure 5. Intraoperative NIR fluorescent SLN mapping of porcine limb: 300 �L of each contrast agent, at the indicated concentration of fluorophore, was injected

intradermally in the foot (arrowheads) and followed to the SLN (arrows). Shown are color video (left), NIR fluorescence (middle), and a pseudocolored merged image

of the two (right) 5 min after injection. NIR fluorescence images have identical exposure times (67 msec) and normalizations. SLN pixel values were within the linear

range of the NIR camera.
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CW800-CA: The higher degree of sulfonation on this small

molecule improves aqueous QY, reduces the effect of local

environment, and improves SLN retention. However,

hydrodynamic diameter is such that transport through the

SLN is still a problem.

ICGHSA: The noncovalent adsorption of ICG to HSA improves

its QY and results in a molecule with improved SLN reten-

tion. However, the improvement in total fluorescence yield

becomes saturated beyond a 1:1 molar ratio of fluorophore

to protein, and absolute affinity of the interaction is low

[19,21,28,29], making it possible for dissociated ICG to

travel through the SLN. Indeed, ICGHSA is quickly

dissociated in vivo after passage through the liver (data

not shown). The fluorescence yield and overall perform-

ance of ICGHSA was only twofold less than HSA800, making

it a reasonable choice for clinical studies provided that an

excitation fluence rate above 5 mW/cm2 is utilized.

HSA800: This agent is a stable conjugate of highly fluorescent

CW800 with HSA. Fluorescence yield has been maximized

with respect to fluorophore substitution. Per-molecule

fluorescence yield in serum is similar to QDs. Because an-

ionic albumin is rapidly distributed to lymph [17,22,23], the

highly anionic net charge of HSA800 might have contrib-

uted to its good SLN retention. However, its hydrodynamic

diameter of 7.4 nm can still result in flow through the SLN,

albeit at longer times than the small molecules ICG and

CW800-CA. Practically speaking, HSA800 identifies the SLN

unequivocally within seconds to minutes, and flow to dis-

tant lymph nodes can actually be used to assist with radical

dissection in the presence of malignant cells in the SLN.

Nanocoll800: This agent is a derivative of human albumin

nanocolloid, which is already used in Europe for radio-

scintigraphic SLN mapping [22,30]. Although the slow

uptake and travel into lymphatics was expected, the degree

of intra- and intermolecular quenching was surprising, and

significantly limited the utility of this molecule (Figure 1B

and C; Table 2). A significant advantage of this mole-

cule, however, is that it is the only one to be fully retained

by the SLN.

Once again, all agents were effective at identifying

the SLN, however, some exhibited poor retention (ICG

and CW800-CA), some had a low total fluorescence yield

(ICG, Nanocoll800), most exhibited flow past the SLN

after longer time points (all except Nanocoll800), and one

had slow lymphatic uptake and transit (Nanocoll800).

ICGHSA has the major advantage of being a mixture

of two agents already FDA-approved for other indica-

tions, but exhibits a total fluorescence yield twofold less

than HSA800. Hence, the choice of which organic alter-

native to QDs to use for initial SLN mapping clinical

studies will depend on these many factors.

At this point in time, there is great debate about

whether the SLN concept can be applied to solid tumors

other than breast and melanoma. In colon cancer, for

example, studies for [31] and against [32] its use have

been published. The major criticism of all of these

studies is that surgical proficiency with the technique

has not been defined rigorously and objectively. Con-

ventional SLN mapping technology is so complex that

breast cancer SLN mapping requires a learning curve

of at least 60 cases [4]. We hypothesize that the sim-

plicity of our technology, and the fact that lymphatic

flow can be followed in real time from the site of in-

jection all the way to the SLN, will decrease and possi-

bly eliminate the learning curve, and therefore reduce

technical errors.

A second argument against SLN mapping in colon

cancer and elsewhere is that SLN identification is not

important if other loco-regional nodes are going to be

resected anyway. This argument, however, ignores the

clinical reality that a pathologist will only be able to

make a cursory assessment of a large number of nodes,

but will be able to subject the SLN to more rigorous

ultra-staging. Once again, the ultimate utility of ultra-

staging can only be assessed when the SLN technique

itself has been optimized.

The major problem with optically based SLN mapping

is depth sensitivity. One strategy is to employ frequency

domain photon migration technology (reviewed in

Refs. [6,7]), which theoretically could detect lymph nodes

4–10 cm below the surface. However, in many cases, even

simple reflectance imaging (data herein) can be effec-

tive as the surgeon has the ability to follow lymphatic

channels in real time, and if the channel dives deep into

tissue, image-guided resection can be employed to fol-

low it to the SLN.

In this study, we also present a general purpose

algorithm for optimizing NIR fluorescent proteins for

in vivo use. These robust methods complement our

previous work on the development of NIR fluorescent

small molecules and peptides [33]. The steps include

determination of the mixing ratio to labeling ratio, the

labeling ratio to per-fluorophore QY, the labeling ratio to

total fluorescence yield, MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopic

confirmation of fluorophore-labeled protein popula-

tions, and ES-TOF mapping of conjugation sites. For

proteins that also have a particular bioactivity, the ef-

fect of labeling ratio on this activity must be measured

separately, and the tradeoff among total fluorescence

yield and bioactivity established. It is also of critical

importance to measure the optical properties of NIR

fluorescent proteins in both buffered saline as well as

serum, because chemical environment can have a dra-

matic effect on spectral properties and QY. The photo-
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bleaching threshold of heptamethine indocyanines,

which is approximately 50 mW/cm2 [34], was not an

issue in the present study because fluence rate on sur-

gical field was only 5 mW/cm2. In this regard, NIR QDs

remain the most robust of all SLN tracers, having remark-

able photostability [11] and high fluorescence yield.

Finally, it should be emphasized that the absolute

dose of organic NIR fluorescent contrast agent required

for intraoperative SLN mapping using this technology is

extremely low. Using 35-kg pigs, only 3 nmol (�3 mg) of

fluorophore was required for complete SLN mapping,

image-guided resection, and high sensitivity inspection

of the surgical field. This corresponds to only 3 nmol

(200 mg) or 1 nmol (67 mg) of HSA protein for ICGHSA

and HSA800, respectively. The human equivalent dose

is only twofold higher than this, and corresponds to an

albumin dose 50,000 times lower than that typically given

intravenously for volume expansion. Most importantly,

because both the injection site (tumor) and SLN are re-

moved during the mapping procedure, the amount of

contrast agent remaining in the body is minute.
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